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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday August 31, 2020

1728 Officers responded to 4648 Hastings on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Ryan M. Diltz, w/m/26, on the warrant. 20-31074

0457 Officers responded to Wilmington at Bigger on a suspicious person. They arrived and arrested Cody J. Wilson, w/m/21, for OVI. 20-31120

Tuesday September 1, 2020

1903 Officers responded to 4454 Wilmington on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Tommy E. Thompson, w/m/54, for DV. 20-31187

0006 Officers stopped a vehicle at 2949 Wayland and arrested Brian T. Shriver, w/m/21, on a warrant. 20-31224

Wednesday September 2, 2020

2020 Officers stopped a vehicle on Dixie at Cardington and arrested Dayinera S. Lizzi, w/f/23 and Steven L. Martin, w/m/24, for improper handling a firearm in a MV, CCW, and felony drug possession. 20-31317
Thursday September 3, 2020

0932 Officers responded to Far Hills at Stroop on a male passed out inside a vehicle. They arrived and arrested Chad A. Malott, w/m/49, for OVI. 20-31357

1800 Officers responded to 3920 Fulton on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Shannon D. Mounce, w/f/25, for DV, assault and interference with custody. 20-31409

2000 Officers stopped a vehicle on Wilmington at Stroop and arrested Kimberly R. Taylor, w/f/52, on a warrant. 20-31420

2147 Officers responded to 619 Wiltshire, Apt 4 on a burglary. They arrived and arrested Carolyn Mackey, w/f/35, on a warrant. 20-31432

2249 Officers stopped a vehicle on Dixit at Dorothy and arrested Jason W. Griffin, w/m/39, for felony drug possession. 20-31439

2333 Officers responded to 2317 Glenheath on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Lucas G. Andrasik, w/m/26, for DV. 20-31445

0040 Officers responded to 3933 Robertann on a 911 hang up. They arrived and arrested Britney L. McCormick, w/f/30, on a warrant. 20-31453

0043 Officers stopped a vehicle at 2100 Patterson and arrested Tiffany W. Wessler, w/f/31, on a warrant. 20-31452

Friday September 4, 2020

2157 Officers stopped a vehicle at Dorothy and Royalston and arrested Lewis L. Easly, b/m/37, for CCW and improper transportation of a firearm. 20-31528

Saturday September 5, 2020

1741 Officers responded to The Buckin’ Donkey on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Johnny B. Frazier, w/m/40, for DC/PI. 20-31601

0000 Officers stopped a vehicle on Dorothy at Mohican and arrested Chad M. Burns, w/m/38, on a warrant. He was also cited for drug paraphernalia. 20-31627
0206  Officers responded to 2733 Danz on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Vere J. Mason, b/m/29, on the warrant. 20-31644

Sunday September 6, 2020

1721  Officers responded to 3270 Governor’s Trail and arrested a female, juvenile w/f/15, for DV. 20-31698

1924  Officers stopped a vehicle on Woodman at Patterson and arrested Jeanna M. Hansford, w/f/56, on a warrant. 20-31706

1926  Officers stopped a vehicle near 2100 Patterson and arrested Antion M. Blake, b/m/32, for felony drug possession. 20-31707

2321  Officers stopped a vehicle on Stroop at Springboro Pk. and arrested Nickie L. Storer, w/f/41, on warrants and other charges; drug trafficking, improper handling a firearm in a MV, CCW and failure to comply. 20-31742

2343  Officers stopped a vehicle on Wilmington at Aero and arrested George Robinson, w/m/58, for felony drug possession. 20-31744

0157  Officers stopped a vehicle on Southern at Stroop and arrested Gary Leasure, w/m/50, for OVI, resisting and obstruction. 20-31755

0235  Officers responded to 5484 Kettering Sq. on a domestic. They arrived and arrested a male juvenile, w/m/17, for DV. 20-31757

0327  Officers responded to Polen at Rahn on a crash. They arrived and arrested Adam Lupp, w/m/25, for OVI. 20-31760